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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Slow data week to leave the focus on ECB hawk talk   

USD Solid data to hint GDP accelerating, supporting higher UST yields and a firm currency 

JPY New BoJ Governor in the spotlight. Mild upside for JPY    

GBP Heavy data week to suggest it is too early for BoE to pause          

 

Overnight comment – DXY edges lower in quiet session 

Asian equities moved higher, led by Chinese shares, as Chinese banks tracked 
the central bank and left benchmark lending rates unchanged. 10yr JGB yields 
remained elevated and the BoJ’s fixed-rate operation had a take up of ¥53.8bn. 
The BoJ downsized its 25yr+ operation from ¥200bn to ¥150bn leaving the long 
end a little soft. The monthly JSDA data for January showed record selling of 
Japanese bonds by overseas investors. They sold ¥4.1trn, with the bulk of the 
sales in the 5~10yr sector. Recall that ahead of the January BoJ policy meeting 
there was strong speculation of a further policy change in the wake of the 
surprise widening of the YCC bands at the December meeting. USD/JPY was 
little changed and trades around 134.0 as Europe opens.  
 
Ahead of the eurozone consumer confidence due later today, Dutch consumer 
confidence jumped 5 points, which hints at upside risks to the eurozone 
measure. EUR/USD nudged a little higher during the Asian session and sits 
around 1.070 as European trade gets underway. We see the progress on a 
Northern Ireland deal as mainly removing a potential negative (a complete 
breakdown in trade with your largest trading partner) and thus the upside for 
GBP is limited. That said the progress is welcome, especially as it is so clear 
that Brexit is one of the key reasons the UK is underperforming its main trading 
partners in recent years. Furthermore, the deal is not finalised yet. It may come 
as early as this week. The press report that “intensive” work is still needed. 
GBP/USD was flat during Asian trade and sits at 1.2055 as European trade 
gets underway.     
              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

EZ – Construction output (%MoM, Jan) --/-0.8 

EZ – Consumer confidence (DI, Feb) -19.0/-20.9 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. It’s a quiet start to the week in Europe, with no UK data and just 
construction spending and consumer confidence due in the Eurozone. Gas 
prices dropped to below €50 to a 17 month low last week and eventually this will 
feed through to the consumer. Scope for further declines looks limited as gas 
prices become increasingly competitive vs oil and coal, opening up potential 
demand for gas The plunge in gas prices is a major contributor to firmer growth 
in the near term, leaving monetary policy tightening as the major drag on activity 
in the eurozone.    
  
US. It will be a quiet in the US with financial markets closed for President’s Day.      

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
Central bank speak/firm data lift USD, despite ECB hawks efforts 
Last week was an interesting week both in terms of the data and Fed commentary. On Thursday, both Mester 
and Bullard said they had considered supporting a 50bp hike in January. Mester said “setting aside what financial 
market participants expected us to do, I saw a compelling economic case for a 50 basis-point increase, which 
would have brought the top of the target range to 5%”. She continued to warn that the Fed was prepared to do 
more if required. Bullard said he may support a 50bp hike in March. He noted “My overall judgment is it will be a 
long battle against inflation, and we’ll probably have to continue to show inflation-fighting resolve as we go through 
2023”. Bullard seem to want to go faster rather than further. Neither vote this year. Their comments helped push 
yields higher and lift the US dollar.  
 
We suspect that it would take a major change in the outlook for the Fed to re-instate hiking in 50bp increments 
especially now that policy is clearly in restrictive territory. We also suspect that policy will be a little more boring 
than the 70bp a hikes followed by the 40bp of cuts priced in. We continue to expect that the Fed will hike 25bp at 
its upcoming meeting on 22 March, with a further 25bp in May and then leave the policy rate unchanged through 
H2 23. Indeed, most recent Fed commentary seems to be focused on maintaining policy rates at restrictive levels 
for a prolonged period and suggests that the December Dot Plot is still a good guide to policy. Note that even if 
the policy rate stops moving higher, QT will rumble on in the background and, as inflation declines, real rates will 
rise.        
 
As is the case with the Fed, the hawks on the ECB have attracted plenty of attention in the media but less in the 
market. We view this as a function of the data in the eurozone being less supportive of the hawks relative to recent 
US data. There is some debate about whether policy is already in restrictive territory, with Villeroy saying that it is 
and Nagel saying that it isn’t. Nagel’s influence is limited but Schnabel is a heavyweight and she noted that 
markets were priced for perfection and were optimistically assuming that inflation would decline quickly. She also 
listed reasons why the economy may be less responsive to higher rates at present. These included shifts from 
variable to fixed-rate mortgages, a similar shift in the corporate sector from short to longer maturity bonds, 
potential labour hoarding after Covid and the requirement for green investments. There is no debate about that 
March ECB meeting – a 50bp hike is near certain. However, there remains plenty of debate about May. Chief 
Economist Lane noted that much of the impact of hiking thus far was still in the pipeline hinting at his support for 
a slower pace of hikes. We currently expect the ECB to step down to a 25bp hike in May. In the short run, we see 
scope for USD to remain firm but expect that by mid-year it will be under modest pressure again.   

          

Rising USTs help lift the greenback…            …Portfilio flows more favourable for EUR of late  

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 30 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 130 128 123 120 120

EUR/USD 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.14

GBP/USD 1.24 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.33

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86

EUR/JPY 142 141 138 137 137

GBP/JPY 161 160 159 157 160
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